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The article highlights the peculiarities of conformity assessment bodies under a free trade zone between Ukraine - EU.
Pharmaceutical inspections on questions control of enterprises from a production and turnover of medications and veterinary preparations in accordance with therequirements of standards of GMP/GDP must have status of unregulator organ and be independent subdivision of control institutes.
The article provides for the creation in Ukraine of the system of institutional control laboratory diagnostics. In accordance with the Regulations, the State Veterinary Service organizes the work for the laboratory diagnostic and other types of research.
Non-state regulation procedures providing services in different segments of the economy for the Euro zone is generally acceptable model of relations between business objects. For the countries of the former Soviet Union, where relationships between objects concentrating on the economy of state level, this model is not seen very well. But twenty years of harmonization of market economy of our country to EU requirements, certainly changed the priorities of state regulation of the economy to private. State Inspectorate also subject to reform, which prevails over the objective evaluation and subjective evaluation criterion, is standard or regulation. Today, the state reserves the regulation of production of goods and services through the licensing procedure and state inspection of certain augments of the economy that are legislatively regulated sphere. The remaining control remains with the conformity assessment bodies.
The above explanation of the mechanism of granting authorization laboratories for state laboratory control show the need to create its own institutional control over the work of veterinary laboratories in accordance with applicable law. Moreover, the criterion for evaluating any sector of laboratory activity should be standard assessment body conditions of implementation of this standard - must be non-governmental conformity assessment body. These data give a picture presentation pharmaceutical
inspection, as part of economic model, private regulation which is more susceptible to Euro zone countries.

Voluntary standards now applying voluntary assessment of their conformity assessment body, which is accredited by the national body for accreditation, which, in turn, is part of international organizations, combining national of the sending and on a voluntary basis. This is the chain of assessing conformity, based on European principles of freedom and democracy.
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